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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

AN EceER~ INVESTIGATION OF TEE APPLICABILITY

OF TEE HYPERSONIC SIMILARITY LAW

TO BODIES OF REVOLUTION

By Stanford E. Neice and Thomas J. Wong .

SUMMARY

The hypersonic similarity law for steady flow about bodies of
revolution is investigated by correlating the forces and moments from
tests at Mach numbers from 2.75 to 5.00 and angles of attack from 0°
tO 250. Included in the tests are cones and”t~ent ogives of thickness
ratios from 0.143 to 0.333, and blunt-nosed bodies of thickness ratios
of 0.200 and 0.333.

r
The data for the lifting cones and ogives are correlated by the

hypersonic similarity law. The percentage error in these correlations is -
. approximately equal to the inverse square of the Mach number, the square

of the thickness ratio, or the square of the angle of attack (in radians),
whichever is the largest. For nonlifting cones and ogives, the predictions
of previous theoretical investigations are verified within the range of
test parameters available.

For Mting blunt bodies, the results demonstrate that deviations
from the predictions of the hypersonic similarity law increase with the
degree of nose bluntness. In the nonlifting casq, the deviations are
found to be smaller end less sensitive to the degree of noqe bluntness.

INTRODUCTION

The hypersonic similarity law for steady potential flow about thin
airfoil sections and slender nonlifting bodies of revolution was first
developed by Tsien in reference 1. Later, Hayes (reference
out that the law should apply equally well when shock waves.
appreciably influence the flow amd reasoned that similitude
obtained for flow about slender three-dimensionalbodies of

2) pointed
and vorticity
could be
arbitrary shape.

.
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In reference 3, the hypersonic stiil=ity law -S dev:lo~ed for steady._. .—
inviscid flow about slender three-dimensions-lshapes. Also> in refer- --

ence 3, for the special case of slender inclined bodies of revolution,
the method developed by Allen (reference 4) was used to extend the law
to include some significant effects of the viscous cross force.

d.

Theoretical investigations to check the applicability of the hyper-
sonic similarity law to nonlifting bodies of revolution were performed
in references 5 ma 6 by comparing pressure distributions obtained by
the method of characteristicsover related bodies. It =S found that
the law as applied to these bodies is accurate over a wide range of
Mach numbers and thickuess ratios even when shock waves and vorticity
appreciably influence the flow. There has, however, been no similar
investigation to check the accuracy of the law for inclined bodies of
revolution. The determination of the flow over inclined bodies of revo-
lution by the method of characteristics is an exceedingly time-consuming
operation with procedures presently available. It seemed evident, there-
fore, that any extensive program to check the applicability of the hyper-
sonic similarity law to such flows could better be carried out experi-
mentally. An experimental investigationwould, of covrse, include the
effectb of the viscous cross force, which the method of characteristics
would not. The experimental approach would also provide a means of
determining other effects of skin friction (which are not included in

——

the derivation of the law) on the applicability of the law. .

Results of a limited experimental investigation reported in refer-
ence 3 showed that the pressures acting on two inclined cones were properly .
related by the law. Further checks, however, are necessary to provide a
larger measure of confidence In its applicability. Data required for
such checks were obtained in the investigation reported in reference 7.
In that investigation the aerodynwnic characteristics of representative
pointed and blunt bodies of revolution having thickness ratios from
0.143 to 0.333 were obtained at Mach numbers of 2.7’!5to 5.00 and angles
Of attack Up to 25°.

The primary purpose of this research is to check the applicability of
the hypersonic similarity law to pointed bodies of revolution by using
the experimental data of reference 7. The secondary purpose of this
research is to investigate the effect of nose bluntness upon the applica-
bility of the hypersonic similarity Iawby considering the series of
blunt-nosed bodies also reported in reference 7.

.
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SYMBOLS

maximum cross-sectional area of body

length of body

section drag coefficient of circular cylinder with axis
perpendicular to the flow

mean

drag

drag

drag

lift

lift

Cdc for a body of revolution

()

drag
coefficient —

G

parameter (~2CD) .

parameter (~’%D) corrected for skin-friction effects

()

liftcoefficient —

%A

p=smeter (%CL)

pitching-moment coefficient

(

pitching moment about axis through the base

@c )

pitching-moment parameter (~~]

hypersonic similarity pammeter (~~)

hypersonic similarity parsmeter (~a), degrees

Mach number

static pressure

dynamic pressure

radius of body at any station x

~=,* *

m$!li! -
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RC cross Reynolds number based on
component of the free-streem

t maximum thickness of body

t thickness ratio of body
E

X,y>z Cartesian coordinates

a angle of attack, degrees

o

-v

“ Subscripts

free-streem conditions

viscous cross-force effects

SUMMARY OF THE HYPERSONIC

maxhum body diameter and the
velocity normal to the body axis

S3MELARITYLAw

.

.

The hypersonic similarity law for inviscid flow about slender three-
.

dimensional shapes at small angles of attack, excluding the effects of
base force, maybe stated as follows (see reference 3): To have similarity -
of flow about related bodies, the lateral dtiensions of these bodies and
their emgles with respect to the fL@ht direction must be inversely
proportional to their flight Mach numbers. This law permits the aerody-
namic coefficients of slender bodies of revolution to be expressed in the
following functional form:

.

Thus the corresponding force and moment parameters have identical values
for related bodies of revolution, provided the corresponding similarity
parameters, ~ and Kt, have identical values. If the angle of attack is
zero, K& is also zero, and the expression for the drag parameter reduces
to a form equivalent to that obtained by Tsien (reference 1).

The hypersonic similarity law for slender bodies of revolution can
be generalized to include significant effects of viscous cross force.

..-.
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. In reference 3, e~ressions for the aerodynamic coefficients resulting
from the viscous cross force (see reference 4) are combined with the
inviscid forms as given byegyation (l). The resulting expressions are:

.

& &(Kt,K&Rc)
J

where the cross-flow Reynolds lxumberjI& is an additional similarity
parameter.

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The aerodynamic characteristics, pxcluding the effects of base force, ~
of all models used in this investigation were obtained in the Ames
10- by 14-inch supersonic wind tunnel and previously presented in refer-
ence 7.

The models tested are shown in figure 1. The first group (fig. l(a),
. sharp-nosed models) consisted of four cones,of thiclmess ratios 0.333j

0.250, 0.200, and O.143, and three tangent ogives of thiclmess ratios 0.333,
0.200, and 0.143. A second grow consisted of two ‘setsof blunt bodies,
one of thiclmess ratio 0.333 and one of thiclmess ratio 0.200}in each set.
The meridian sections of these bodies are defined by the equations

()
8/4

r x
(3/4-Power bodies)

~= F

()

1/2
r x (1/2-powerbodies)

~= ~

(3)

(4)

These blunt bodies are shown in figure l(b); the bodies defined by
equation (3) are shown on the left and those defined by equation (4) on
the right. All models were of polished steel and had base dismeters
of 1 inch.

Force, moment, and base pressure measurements were taken at Z@ or 3°
intervals of angle of attack up to 25° and at Mach numbers of 2.75, 4.01,
and 5.00. Uncertainties in these measurements were shown in reference 7.
to result in maximum probable errors in lift, drag, and pitching-moment
coefficients at high angles of attack of *0.008 at Mach numbers 2.75

.
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and 4..01, and kO.035 at Mach number 5.00. At

NACA RMA52K07

small angles of attack the
correspofiing maximum probable errors were AO.004 and*O.015, respectively. -

.
TREATMENT OF IMTA

Method of Presentation

Lifting bodies of revolution.- The hypersonic similarity law for
lifting bodies of revolu~on as given by equation (2), states that the
aerodynamic parameters, CL, e~, and ~, remain unchanged for related
bodies provided the simil=ity parameters remain constant. An appropri-
ate way to investigate the applicability of the similarity law is to
plot the aerodynamic parameters for related bodies as a function of
& and Rc for given values of Kt. If the hypersonic similarity law
were completely applicable, these curves would be coincident. Hence,
the proximity of these curves to each other is a measure of the degree
of applicability.

From the experimental data of reference 7, the variation of the lift,
drag, and pitching-mmuent parameters with K& for various values of Kt
can be established. Cross-plotting, interpolating and, in two instances,
extrapolating from Mach number 2.75 to 2.5 was required to get the data
in suitable form for conqxarison. The values of Kt, Mach number, and .

thickness ratio for each type of related body are as follows:

Body Kt % t/c

0.50 2.5 0.200
3.5 .143

1.00 3.0 ● 333
Cones 4*O .250

5.0 .200

1.25 3.75 ● 333
5.00 .250

.X 2.5 ● 200
3.5 .143

lgives
1.00 3.0 ● 333

5.0 .2WI

hl?lt- 1.00 3.0 ●333
nosed 5.0 .200
bodies

.

.

u.
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Nonlifting bodies of revolution.- The hypersonic similarity_kw for
nonlifting bodies of revolution states that the drag parsmeter, ~, for
related bodies is a function only of the similarity parsmeter ~. There-
fore, a plot of the drag parameter as a function of ~ for several
related bodies should result in a single curve. The degree to which
experimental points satisfy this criterion is a measure of the degree
of applicability of the law for this case. The experimental data of
reference 7 are used directly by putting them into this form.

Reynolds Number Effects

Cross-flow effects.- As shown in reference 3, the change in force
and moment parameters with cross-flow Reynolds n~ber depen~s primarily
upon the variation of the coefficient 6$ with Rc. The variation of
the-circular-cylinderdrag coefficient c: (see reference 4), as well
as the mean value for the body of revoluti% c~c, is a very weak
function of the cross-flow Reynolds number in the range from 8 x 103
to 2 x 10s. With the maximum test Reynolds numbers available
(see fig. 2), the maximum cross-flow Reynolds number obtained in the
tests of reference 7 did not exceed the value of 2 x 105, while the
viscous cross-force effect is negligible below a value of 8 x 103.
Conse~ently, the effects of the variation of Rc will be considered

. negligible within the range of Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers, and
angles of attack encountered in this investigation.

. Other boundary-layer effects.- The effects of boundary layer on the
zero-lift drag characteristics of a body are not inciuded in the deriva-
tion of the hypersonic similarity law. In order to estimate these effects
in the case of nonlifting cones, the skin-friction drag coefficient and
the displacement thickness were calculated using the methods of refer-
ences 8 and 9. The boundary-layer displacement thickness was used to
correct the thickness ratio of the body.

The data of reference 10 indicate that, for hminar flow, the skin-
friction drag coefficient of an ogive, based on wetted area, is approxi-
mately equal to that of a cone of the ssme length and thiclmess ratio.

In view of this, the values of skin-friction drag for ogives were
evaluated by increasing the value of the skin-friction drag for cones
of the s’amethiclmess ratio by the ratio of the surface areas. The
value of boundary-layer displacement thickness applied to ogives was
the ssme as that obtained for cones of the same thickness ratio.

In the correction for the boundary-layer effects for the blunt
bodies, the procedure employed was the ssrneas that for ogives.. Inasmuch
as the dimensions of the 3/4-power bodies are, except in the vicinity of
the nose, close to those of the cones of the same thickness ratio, the

“
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boundary-layer corrections should be reliable. The l/2-power body is
considerably more blunt than the 3/k-powerbody. Consequently, the .

procedure for
reliable when

estimating
applied to

the bouridary-layereffects cm-et be-considered
this shape. ----

Condensation Effects .—

A reduction in the values of the aerodynamic parameters at Mach
number 5.00 is caused by the evaporation of-small ‘mounts of condensed
air present in the stream. This effect was investigated experimentally
in reference 11 for a wedge airfoil and a nonlifting body of revolution.
The effect of evaporation on the surface pressure of the particular

—

bodies tested was found to be of the same order of magnitude as, but
opposite in sign to, the effects of the boundary layer. Further investi-
gation, for the purposes of this report, indicates that the correction
to be applied for the cones, throughout the angle-of-attack range at
Mach number 5.00, is about 7 percent for the lift and pitching-moment
parameters and 3 percent for the drag parameter. These corrections were _ _
applied to all bodies. — ..-

RESUITS AND DISCUSSION
.+

Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, the
v~ri~io~ of the aerodynamic force and pitching-moment parameter .

CL> c~> Cm with the similarity parameter .& at given values of Kt
—

were obtained for the cones, og@es, and blunt bodies under consideration,
The results are presented in figures 3 through 6. In these figures, no
correction baa been applied for the effects of skin friction and boundary-
layer displacement thiclmess.

The applicability of the hypersonic similarity law is first con-
sidered in detail with regard to lift and pitching moment. Drag, in-
cluding effects of skin friction, is then treat,ed.

Similitude for Lift and Pitching Moment

Cones and ogives.- The percent deviation between each pair of lift
and moment parameter curves for cones and ogives (figs. 3 and 4.)is
plotted as a function of & in figures 7 and 8, respectively. For the
most part, the h~ersonic similarity law for inclined cones and ogives
appears to be somewhat more accurate for lift than for moment.

*

,
8

d . .
.,
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From these deviation curves it can also be seen that the degree of
correlation can be estimated from consideration of the magnitude of the
errors inherent in the development of the hypersonic similarity law.
In the development of the law (see reference 3), terms of the order of ●

l/Mo2, (t/c)2, and & (in radians) sre neglected with respect to 1.
Maxhxn errors of the order of magnitude of the largest term might
therefore be anticipated in the practical application of the law.l As
an example, consider the correlation of the lift and moment parameter \
curves for bodies of thickness ratios 0.333 and 0.200 at Mach numbers of
3.0 and 5.0, respectively (Kt = 1.0, figs. 7 and 8). The maximum error
to be e~ected would be in the neighborhood of (0.333)2 or l-lpercent
at angles of attack below 0.333 radians or 19°, corresponding to a
value of ~ of 57.3°. For cones (fig. 7) the lift-parameter deviation
increases to a value of 11 percent at a corresponding value of ~ of
about ~“, as compared to the predicted value of 57’.3°. The moment-
parameter deviation curve for cones, except for very low values of &,
is about 3 to 5 percent higher than the predicted error. A similex
trend Is found for the ogives in figure 8. The lift-psrsmeter deviation
increases-to a value of 11 percent at a value of K& of 45°, while the
pitching-moment-psrameterdeviation curve is 2 to 6 percent higher than
the predicted maximum value throughout the rauge of &. From similar
considerations of the remaining deviation curves for cones and ogives,
it appears that the predicted error provides a good estimate of the
upper limit of deviation to be anticipated in the case of lift, while

. presenting a somewhat less reliable (generally too low) estimate for
the case of pitching moment.

.
Blunt-nosed bodies.- The percent deviations of the lift and pitching-

moment-parameter curves for blunt bodies at IQ . 1.0 are plotted as a
function of K& in figure 9. Comparison of the curve for the 3/4-power
body tith the corresponding curves for cones end ogives indicates that
the hypersonic similarity law as applied to lift is somewhat less
accurate for the 3/4-power body. For lower values of K& however, the
law applies equally well to the 3/4.-powerbody and the cone. For pitching
moment, however, better accuracy is obtained for the 3/4-power body than
for either cones or ogfves. Within the range of similarity parameters
considered, then, the slight smount of bluntness presented by the
3/4-power body does not appear to have a serious effect on the applica-
bility of the hypersonic similarity law to lift and pitching moment.

The large deviations, however, in the lift and moment parameter
curves for the l/2-power body, as show in figures 6 and 9, indicate
that the degree of bluntness presented by this body is sufficient to
render the hypersonic similarity law significantly less applicable to
these parameters.

‘This point was also brought out in reference 12 where it.is shown that
errors of similar order of magnitude are to be anticipated with regard

. to rotational hypersonic f
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Similitude for Drag
.

u The curves of ~ as a function of ~, presented in figures 3
through 6, show severe departures from each other. It might be e~ected

.

thatj at lower values of ~, these departures are, at least for the
sharp-nosed bodies, due primarily to effects of skin friction not included
in the theoretical development of the law. Since boundery-1.ayercharac-
teristics can be determined relatively accurately in the nonlifting case
(references 8 and 9), i~is feasible to investigate this point. m
figUreS lo through 13 CD1 is plotted as a function of Kt for all.
bodies tested at Mach num~% 2.75, 4.01, and 5.00. In these figures
corrections have been applied, in the manner discussed previously, for
the effects of boundsry layer. To illustrate the magnitude and @ortance
of &ese corrections, the uncorrected values are presented for cones in
figure 10(a). It am be seen that the correction for skin friction is
about five times larger than the correction for distortion of the bdy
as determined from the boundary-layer ciisplacementthickness.

Cones and ogives.- If the hypersonic similarity law is applicable
for related bodies at zero angle of attack, values of 6&oj plotted In
the manner indicated above, should lie along a single curve. Such qurves
for cones and ogives were determined theoretically in references 5 and 6,
respectively, and are presented in figures 10 and IL. The e~erimental
points, for the most part, lie very close to the theoretical curves.
The discrepancy indicated by the points for the cone and ogive of thick-

.

ness ratio 0.143 at Mach numbers 2.75 and 4.01, which lie somewhat above
the curves, is believed to be caused by boundsmy-layer transition over .

the rearwardpart of the body.

The curves of ~ as a function of ~ presented in figures 3 and 4
are approximately psrallel throughout the lover range of ~. This
observation along with the high degree of accuracy evidenced in the
nonlifting case i~icates that, after the zero-lift boundary-layer effects
have been subtracted, the hypersonic simil~ity law for drag of inclined
cones and ogives should be applicable throughout the lower range of K&
to the same degree of accuracy evidenced in references 5 and 6. This
indication was checked for cones at Kt = 1.0 and the results are
presented in figure 14.

With respect to the order of magnitude of terms neglected in the
development of the law, the maximum correlation error to be anticipated
in this case is again U percent at ang3.es of attack below 0.333 radians
or 19°, corresponding to a value of K& of 57.3Q. This prediction is
verified by the results presented in figUre 14.

Blunt-nosed bodies.- No theoretical curve for the variation of ~=o “
with Kt has been established for either class of related blunt-nosed

Mwmma!B” ‘5 “:
.
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bodies. However, a surprising degree of accuracy of the hypersonic
similarity law a& applied to &g–at zero angle of attack is indicated
in figures 12 and 13. A single curve can be faired which passes very
close to the experimental points in either case.

Throughoutthe r- of Kt from approximately 0.6 to 1.7, the
e~erlmental curve of CA as a function of Kt for the 3/&power
bodyis 15 to 18 percent lower than the theoretical curve for cones.
This percentage difference corresponds to that deter@ned both theoreti-
cally and experimentally in reference 13 for the same range of thickness
ratios and Mach numbers. The experimental curve for the l/2-power body
is almost coincident with the theoretical curve for cones. This feature
has also been observed in reference 13.

It should be pointed out, however, that there is an insufficient
smount of overlapping experimental values in both figures 12.snd 13 to
determine decisively whether the points actually form a single curve.
At best, it can only be stated that there is the indication that the
hypersonic similarity law, as applied to the drag of these blunt-nosed
bodies at zero angle of attack, is accurate within the range of Kt
considered.

The drag parameter curves in figures 5 and 6 diverge at higher
values of

?

, indicating that the hypersonic similarity law, as applied
to the drag corrected for boundary-layer effects) over these lifting
bodies, is applicable only in the lower ranges of ~ to the same degree
of accuracy as indicated in the zero angle-of-attack case.

.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The data for cones and ogives, excluding
.

the effects of base pressure,
sre correlated by shnilarity law. The percentage error in these correla-
tions is approximately equal to 1/~2, (t/c)2, and U2 (in radians),
whichever is the largest. The effects of skin friction not included in
the derivation of the law are not lsrge enough to affect significantly
the applicability of the hypersonic similarity law for lift and pitching
moment within the range of Reynolds numbers obtained in the tests.
However, skin-friction drag ccmrprisesa large part of the total.drag
and a correction for this effect is necesssmy.

.

Deviation from the hypersonic similarity law as applied to blunt-
nosed bodies depends on the degree of nose bluntness. The 3/4-power
blunt body exhibits the same degree of applicability as indicated for
cones and ogives, whereas the greater degree of bluntness presented by
the l/2-power body renders the hypersonic similarity law considerably
less applicable for lift and pitching moment. For drag at zero angle

.
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of attack, however, both classes of blunt bodies exhibit the ssme degree
of accuracy as indicated for cones and ogives, although sufficient
experimental data are not available to establish this point conclusively.

It should be recognized that the results examined in this report
were for simple bodies of revolution, and that before general statements
regarding the applicability of the law in the three-dimensional lifting
case can be made, more complex shapes including wing-body combinations
must be investigated. It should also be pointed out that other methods
of correlationmay prove useful. For example, correlation with respect
to thickness ratio alone, as indicated by the form of the law in the
infinite Mach number case, might be used -h satisfactory accuracy for
some shapes. A cursory examination of the data has indicated that this
may be true, especially in case of lift and moment acting on bodies of
revolution at Mach numbers above about ~.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif.
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